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	TitleCourse: Aesthetics  Culture
	Acronym: YU2-AC
	Degree: First Cycle
	Studies: Interdisciplinary, all studies 
	Course: Aesthetic Culture
	ECST: 2
	Institutions: Yasar University
	WebSite: ufnd.yasar.edu.tr
	Duration: 16 weeks
	Name: Assist. Prof. Dr. Mehmet 
	Surname: Kahyaoğlu
	Department: mehmet.kahyaoglu@yasar.edu.tr
	ID: Coordinator
	AddTeacher: 
	ECSTHours: 25
	TargetGroup: The course is designed as a foundation course and open to students from all disciplines.
	Priority: NA
	Prerequisites: NA
	CourseGoals: The goal of the course is to develop perception of art by giving the concept of aesthetics within the context of philosophyand art. Moreover, the course aims to raise the artistic and cultural awareness of the students by presenting how to lookat an item of art within the context of material, medium function and content.
	Competences: Presenting the thoughts on the concept of aesthetics in due course of history starting from Ancient Greece up to date.Inparallel to discussion on aesthetics on the philosophical level, presenting the artistic production of different eras inchronological order.Placing the items of art into a context from technical and content point of view into the era in whichthey were produced.Analyzing the items of art from technical, content and iconographical point of view. Evaluating theitems of art based on the contemporary discussion on aesthetics.
	Outcornes: Upon successful completion of this course, the enrolled students will be gaining the following knowledge,skills and competencies:1. Explain the concept of aesthetics and define different approached in the course of history.2. Define the projections of the different thoughts on aesthetics on the philosophical level into world of art.3. Express how the concept of “beautiful” was perceived and presented in art from Ancient Greece and on.4. Define  the relation and the differences between aesthetic beauty and natural beauty.5. Give information on different styles of the Western art.6. Express how aesthetic sensation is developed and reflected into items of art.7. Analyze selected items of art from the perspectives of form, style and content and define those items from historicaland typological points of view.
	FormsLearning: Distance learning
	Online: English
	Materials: English
	Other: English
	Enrolment: September
	Lecture: January
	Examinators: End of January
	TeachingLearning: Distance learning, presentation, analyzing the items, reading related resources.
	Syllabus: Week 1: Introduction to aestheticsWeek 2:  Aesthetics culture in ancient times Week 3: Christian Middle Ages Week 4: Aesthetics in the Renaissance Era Week 5: Baroque Art and Aesthetics approach in the 17th centuryWeek 6:  Age of Enlightenment, Aesthetics and BeyondWeek 7: Revolution and Neo-ClassicismWeek 8: Mid-term ExamWeek 9: Industrialization and aesthetics cultureWeek 10: The “ısm”s in the second half of the 19th century and discussions on artWeek 11: The new century, the first great war and afterWeek 12:  Approaches of aesthetics between the two great wars and the artWeek 13: Art after 60's and art todayWeek 14: General evaluation Week 15: Review of all sectionsWeek 16: Final exam
	Others: 
	Total: 0.00
	C1: 4.50
	C2: 1.50
	C3: 2.00
	C4: 1.00
	C5: 3.00
	Subtotal1: 0.00
	C6: 0.00
	C7: 10.00
	C8: 
	Subtotal2: 0.00
	CampoDecimal1: 50.00
	CampoDecimal2: 10.50
	CampoDecimal3: 7.50
	CampoDecimal4: 6.00
	CampoDecimal5: 3.00
	CampoDecimal6: 9.00
	CampoDecimal7: 36.00
	CampoDecimal8: 0.00
	CampoDecimal9: 14.00
	CampoDecimal10: 0.00
	CampoDecimal11: 14.00
	Assessment: Final grades and assessment criteria are determined according to the Yaşar University Associate Degree, Bachelor Degree and Graduate Degree Education and Examination Regulation.
	Assesmentweightings: Mid-tem exam (%40): Test assessmentFinal exam (%60): Test assessment
	References: -Cahn, S. M. and Meskin, M. (eds.), Aesthetics, A Comprehensive Anthology, Singapore: Blackwell Publishing,2008-Gombrich, E. H., Story of Art, 2002
	Remarks: 



